DENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Honest answers to the following questions will allow Dr. Kent to address your dental concerns and provide the most
appropriate care for your particular needs. Your answers are for our records and are considered confidential.

PATIENT NAME: _________________________________ DATE: __________________________________________
These are the things that are important to me about my Dental Health:
1. My mouth is:
2.

very comfortable

(Circle the answer)
moderately comfortable

uncomfortable

A) I like the appearance of my mouth/smile/preserve it as it looks

B) I am satisfied with the appearance of my mouth/open to some changes

C) l am dissatisfied with the appearance of my mouth/advise me of my options
3.

A) I will do anything to keep my natural teeth

B) I want to keep my teeth, but have a budget of time and money
C) I don’t care whether I keep my teeth or not

4.

A) I have always done the best that was recommended for my dental health
B) I have not done what dentists have recommended

C) I rarely go to the dentist and do not usually complete recommended treatment
5. I think my present state of dental health is:

EXCELLENT

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

6. I aspire to a mouth with:

EXCELLENT

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

YES

NO

7. Have you had any serious trouble associated with previous dentistry?
If yes, please explain
8. How long do you want to keep your teeth?
9. Does dental treatment make you nervous?

NO

SLIGHTLY

MODERATELY

EXTREMELY

10. I’ve undergone the following treatment:
Fillings

Crowns

11. Has your dental care been:
12. When was your last cleaning?

Root Canal

Extractions
REGULAR

Periodontal surgery
INTERMITTENT

How often per year?

Orthodontics
INFREQUENT

13. Are your dental hygiene visits:

COMFORTABLE

UNCOMFORTABLE

PAINFUL

14. What do you use to clean your teeth/gums?
TOOTHBRUSH

FLOSS

ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH

TOOTHPICK

WATERPICK

OTHER:

15. Have you received instruction on how to care for your teeth/gums?

YES

NO

16. Do your gums bleed when brushing/flossing?

YES

NO

17. Do you have pain in any of your teeth?

YES

NO

18. Do you have any problems with food wedging between teeth?

YES

NO

19. Do you favor one side of your mouth more when you chew?

YES

NO

20. Do you frequently have blisters or sores on your mouth/lips?

YES

NO

21. Do you wear dentures or partials?

YES

NO

If yes, date of last placement:
22. Are your teeth sensitive to:

HOT

COLD

SWEET

SOUR

NOT SENSITIVE

23. Have you experienced any of the following jaw/joint problems?
CLICKING/POPPING
24. Do you do any of the following?

PAIN: JOINT or EAR
CLENCH

GRIND

DIFFICULTY OPENING/CLOSING
BITE: LIPS/CHEEK/TONGUE

25. What do you fear most about dentistry? What do you like least about going to the dentist?

26. This is what is most important to me about my dental health:

27. What are some questions about dentistry and oral health that you have never had completely answered?
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